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The methods of calculus lie at the heart of the physical sciences and engineering. Maxima can help you make faster progress, if 
you are just learning calculus. The examples in this research paper will offer an opportunity to see some Maxima tools in the 
context of simple examples, but you will likely be thinking about much harder problems you want to solve as you see these tools 
used here. This research paper includes plotting with MAXIMA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

numbers. Maxima can plot functions and data in two and three 

Maxima source code can be compiled on many computer 

The source code for all systems and precompiled binaries for 
Windows and Linux are available at the SourceForge file 
manager. 

Maxima is a descendant of Macsyma, the legendary 
computer algebra system developed in the late 1960s at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It is the only system 
based on that effort still publicly available and with an active 
user community, thanks to its open source nature. Macsyma 
was revolutionary in its day, and many later systems, such as 
Maple and Mathematica, were inspired by it. 

Maxima is a system for the manipulation of symbolic and The Maxima branch of Macsyma was maintained by William 
numerical expressions, including differentiation, integration, Schelter from 1982 until he passed away in 2001. In 1998 he 
Taylor series, Laplace transforms, ordinary differential obtained permission to release the source code under the 
equations, systems of linear equations, polynomials, sets, lists, GNU General Public License (GPL). It was his efforts and skills 
vectors, matrices, tensors, and more. Maxima yields high that made the survival of Maxima possible. MAXIMA has been 
precision numeric results by using exact fractions, arbitrary constantly updated and used by researcher and engineers as 
precision integers, and variable precision floating point well as by students. 

dimensions. 2. PLOTTING 

operating systems, including Windows, Linux, and MacOS X. 2.1. Introduction 

Maxima uses an external plotting package to make the plots. 
The plotting functions calculate a set of points and pass them 
to the plotting package together with a set of commands. 
Currently, the external plotting programs are Gnuplot and 
Xmaxima. Gnuplot is default for Windows applications. 
Xmaxima is a Tcl/Tk graphical interface for Maxima that can be 
used to display created when Maxima is run from the console 
or from other graphical interfaces. 
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Table 2.1: The following table gives the Maxima functions for plotting: 

Function Description 
contour_plot (expr,x_range, y_range, options, …) It plots the contours (curves of equal value) of expr over the region 

x_range by y_range. Any additional arguments are treated the same as in plot3d. 
plot2d (plot,x_range, …, options,…) Where plot, plot_1, …, plot_n can be either expressions, function names or a list with the 
plot2d ([plot_1, …,plot_n], …, options,…) any of the forms: [discrete, [x1, ..., xn], [y1, ..., yn]], [discrete, [[x1, y1], ..., [xn, ..., yn]] or 
plot2d ([plot_1, …,plot_n], x_range, …, [parametric, x_expr, y_expr, t_range]. 
options, …) Displays a plot of one or more expressions as a function of one variable or parameter. 

plot2d displays one or several plots in two dimensions. When expressions or function 
names are used to define the plots, they should all depend on only one variable var and 
the use of x_range will be mandatory, to provide the name of the variable and its 
minimum and maximum values; the syntax for x_range is: [variable, min, max]. 

A plot can also be defined in the discrete or parametric forms. The discrete form is used 
to plot a set of points with given coordinates. A discrete plot is defined by a list starting 
with the keyword discrete, followed by one or two lists of values. If two lists are given, 
they must have the same length; the first list will be interpreted as the x coordinates of 
the points to be plotted and the second list as the y coordinates. If only one list is given 
after the discrete keyword, each element on the list should also be a list with two values 
that correspond to the x and y coordinates of a point. 

A parametric plot is defined by a list starting with the keyword parametric, followed by two 
expressions or function names and a range for the parameter. The range for the 
parameter must be a list with the name of the parameter followed by its minimum and 
maximum values: [param, min, max]. The plot will show the path traced out by the point 
with coordinates given by the two expressions or functions, as param increases from min 
to max. 

A range for the vertical axis is an optional argument with the form: [y, min, max] (the 
keyword y is always used for the vertical axis). If that option is used, the plot will show 
that exact vertical range, independently of the values reached by the plot. If the vertical 
range is not specified, it will be set up according to the minimum and maximum values of 
the second coordinate of the plot points. 

options,…) 

plot3d (expr,x_range, y_range, …,options, …) Displays a plot of one or more surfaces defined as functions of two variables or in 
plot3d ([expr_1, …,expr_n], x_range,y_range, …, parametric form. 

The functions to be plotted may be specified as expressions or function names. The 
mouse can be used to rotate the plot looking at the surface from different sides. 

psfile [psfile, string] Saves the plot into a Postscript file with name equal to string, rather than showing it in 
the screen. By default, the file will be created in the directorydefined by the variable 
maxima_tempdir; the value of that variable can be changed to save the file in a different 
directory. 
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Figure 1. How to use the function "contour_plot" 

Figure 2. How to use the function "plot2d" 

Figure 3. How to use logarithmic scale with the function "plot2d" 
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Figure 4. How to use parametric plot with the function "plot2d" 

Figure 5. How to use discrete plot with the function "plot2d" 

Figure 6. How to use two functions in the same plot with the function "plot2d" 
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Figure 7. How to use the function "plot3d" 

Figure 8. How to use two surfaces in the same plot 

8. 

9. 

10 

11 
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Figure 9. How to use three surfaces in the same plot 

Figure 10. How to use three surfaces in the same plot 

Figure 11. How to use draw package and explicit for plotting 
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3. CONCLUSION 

The research paper can apply each and every part of plotting, 
help application of the physical sciences and engineering, 
make faster progress, and help to understand plotting faster. 
The paper particularity helps to understand parts of Calculus 
and is going to extend to other parts of the Calculus. 
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